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1. Introduction 
The RHYHABSIM program was developed to model basic hydraulic parameters and physical 
habitat as a function of flow in rivers. The program can also be used to model how water 
temperature and sediment properties (flushed area, area with silt deposition and suspended 
sediment concentration) change with flow; these parts of the model are not explained in this 
guide, but further information can be found in the Manual (pdf-file on the CD) or the ‘Help’ 
menu of the program. More detailed descriptions on the methods used to collect and analyse 
instream habitat data are given in Bovee (1982) and Milhous et al. (1989). 
 
Two input data files are provided: Whatakao.rhb, which holds data from the Whatakao River 
(NZ) collected by Environment Bay of Plenty, and Opuha.rhb, which holds data from the 
Opuha River (NZ) collected in 2001 by students (course ENCI633) at the University of 
Canterbury.  
 
2. Installing the program 
Copy all files from the CD under the directory Software\RHYHABSIM\RHYHABSIM_ 
program to a directory on your hard disk. The program runs on all PCs with Windows98 or 
later versions. Run the RHYHAB.exe file directly by clicking ‘Start’, ‘Run’ and then entering 
the program path and name (e.g. c:\RHYHABSIM\RHYHAB.exe) or create a shortcut and 
start the program by clicking on the RHYHABSIM icon (or open the folder where the 
program is stored with the Windows Explorer and double click on the ‘RHYHAB.exe’ icon).  
 
3. Program organisation 
Click ‘File’, ‘Open’ to open the example file Whatakao.rhb. The main menu appears with the 
file name displayed above (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Main menu of the RHYHABSIM program. 
 
The program is organised so that the user moves from left to right during data input and 
analysis, starting with importing data (under ‘File’, ‘Import’), entering data by keyboard 
(under ‘File’, ‘New’) or opening a previously saved file (under ‘File’, ‘Open’), then checking 
(under ‘Data’, ‘Check’), viewing and perhaps revising data (under ‘Data’), then calibrating 
the model (under ‘Calibration’ and possibly ‘WSP’ (water surface profile modelling)), and 
finally running the model to produce habitat versus flow relationships and other outputs 
(under ‘Model’). The ‘Graph’ menu is used only when graphs are on the screen; it holds 
‘Zoom’ and ‘Unzoom’ facilities, ‘Show as text’ and ‘Options’ (which also appears when 
double-clicking on most graphs). The ‘Show as text’ displays the numbers behind the graphs, 
which can then be printed (click ‘File’, ‘Print’) or copied (click ‘Edit’, ‘Copy’, or use the 
icons below the menu bar). The last main menu option ‘Help’ explains the various 
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components of the model, the underlying assumptions and how the calculations are carried 
out. It includes ‘Contents’, which is a manual and can be printed (use the forward and 
backwards arrows to go through the different topics), and ‘Index’ for easy searching.  
 
4. Data collection 
The input data usually consist of data collected during a first survey (sometimes there may be 
additional surveys of the same reach at other flows), and data collected at a number of follow-
up visits (minimum two), referred to as ‘first-follow-up data’, ‘second-follow-up data’, etc.  
 
4.1 Data collection during first survey 
During the first survey, a number of cross-sections (sometimes referred to as ‘sections’ in 
RHYHABSIM) are placed in the reach under consideration (for the Whatakao River reach,  
15 cross-sections were surveyed, see the isometric view, Figure 2). For the placing of cross-
sections, two approaches can be used: The habitat mapping and the representative reach.  
 

Figure 2 Isometric view of the Whatakao River reach. 
 
In the habitat mapping approach, the reach under consideration is mapped according to the 
habitat type (run, riffle, pool), and each cross-section is given a percentage weight according 
to the proportion of the reach that it represents. This mapping is carried out by walking along 
the river and measuring the coverage of each habitat type. The distances between the cross-
sections are not measured, only the percentage weights are important. The Whatakao River 
reach was surveyed using the habitat mapping approach. Data were collected at 15 cross-
sections, with 5 cross-sections placed in runs, 5 in riffles and 5 in pools. For this type of file, 
the isometric plot pictures the cross-sections evenly spaced. 
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In the representative reach approach, data are collected over a relatively short length of river 
(i.e. 50 to 150 m). The reach is chosen to represent the longer river sector that contains it. The 
cross-sections are placed where longitudinal changes occur. Distances between cross-sections 
are measured (an isometric view would picture the cross-sections with the correct spacing; see 
for example the isometric view of the data held in the Opuha.rhb, which is a representative 
reach file), and all elevation data are surveyed to a common level. This is more time-
consuming but allows better checking of water level data and a more sophisticated hydraulic 
model (Section 6.4). In this approach section numbers should increase in an upstream 
direction and zero be placed on the same side of the river, and this is also a convenient 
convention when using the habitat mapping approach. 
 
In addition to the mapping (for habitat mapping) or measurements of the distances between 
cross-sections (for representative reach), the survey includes: 
 
(a) The flow is gauged at all cross-sections. This includes measuring the offset (lateral 

distance of a point in the cross-section from zero on the measuring tape), the depth 
(vertical distance between the water surface and the riverbed) and the average vertical 
velocity at a number of points across the stream (perpendicular to the current). 

(b) The points in the cross-section above the water level (on the banks) are levelled to allow 
modelling of the water surface at levels above the current water level.  

(c) The sizes of the substrate particles are recorded in an area around each point in the cross-
section. 

(d) Temporary staff gauges (reinforcing bars driven into the streambed) are established near 
the banks at all cross-sections, and the water levels are measured (relative to zero on the 
staff gauge). If the representative reach approach is used, the water levels are surveyed to 
a common level. 

(e) The stage of zero flow (SZF) is identified and levelled for all cross-sections.  
 
The SZF is the water level at the cross-section if the flow were zero. The SZF is the higher of 
the two levels: (1) the cross-section minimum, (2) the highest point on the thalweg 
downstream from the cross-section. A pool usually has a downstream control, and (2) is the 
SZF; a riffle has no effective downstream control, and (1) is the SZF; a run may or may not 
have a downstream control that would retain water in the run if the flow were zero. 
 
4.2 Data collection during additional surveys 
Sometimes the same reach may be surveyed again at times with different flows. These 
surveys will involve the above points (a) to (d), except that the temporary staff gauges have 
already been established. See how to treat data from multiple surveys in Section 7.3.  
 
4.3 Data collection during follow-up visits 
At each follow-up visit, the data collection includes:  
(a) The flow is measured at one (the most suitable) cross-section. 
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(b) The water level is recorded at all cross-sections, using the temporary staff gauges. If the 
representative reach approach is used, the water levels are surveyed to a common level. 

 
5. Input data 
5.1 File format 
RHYHABSIM stores data in non-ASCII files with the extension .rhb. A .rhb file contains data 
from surveys as well as calibration data. Survey data can be entered directly in the program, 
or they can be entered into Excel files (extension .xls) or ASCII files (extension .txt or .hab) 
and imported into RHYHABSIM. The format of the ASCII file can be seen by viewing the 
Whatakao.hab file in any ASCII viewing program, for example Notepad. Try importing this 
file into the program. If the data are imported successfully, they are automatically calibrated 
when imported and the calibration results are saved in the .rhb file. Changes to the calibration 
are also saved in the .rhb file (the user is asked for confirmation). If a file import is not 
successful, the .hab or .xls files can be edited in RHYHABSIM. (This is done in a special 
window that opens with the data. When this window is closed, changes are saved to the 
original files (.xls, .txt. or .hab), which can then be re-imported.) Once a model is calibrated, 
the data held in the .rhb file (input data and calibration data) can be exported as a trio of 
ASCII files: .hab, .vdf and .con, the latter two containing the calibration data. Try export the 
data held in the Opuha.rhb file and notice that three files appear (Opuha.hab, Opuha.vdf and 
Opuha.con). If the .vdf and .con files are present when importing a .hab file, they can be 
imported with the .hab file (options are given during the import procedure). 
 
5.2 The ‘Cross-sections’ card  
When you have opened Whatakao.rhb, click ‘Data’, ‘Edit/View’. Here you will see four 
cards: ‘Cross-sections’, ‘Attributes’, ‘Points’ and ‘Gaugings’ (for representative reach files 
there is also a ‘Layout’ card). The ‘Cross-sections’ card is displayed by default, and you will 
see that it holds data from 15 cross-sections, named according to whether they were placed in 
a pool, run or riffle. Here pools are stream areas with relatively deep and slow-flowing water, 
runs have around average water depth, and riffles have water with relatively shallow and fast-
flowing water. The Whatakao River has all three types of mesohabitats, whereas others, 
especially low gradient streams, may be more uniform. The title comment tells you that the 
data were collected on 23 January 2002. When importing data from a .hab file, this line is 
generated from the first line of the ASCII file, a comment line with no format restrictions.  
 
To the far right on the ‘Cross-sections’ card you can see which approach has been used 
(‘Habitat mapping’ or ‘Representative reach’) and whether point levels (the riverbed 
elevations) are to be entered and displayed as reduced levels (relative to a common datum). If 
‘Reduced level’ is not ticked, point levels (depths) are given relative to the water level 
(positive if the point is below the water level, negative if it is above the water level). 
 
Because Whataroa.rhb is a ‘Habitat mapping’ type, the numbers given under ‘Distance’ are 
not used for any calculations (and here they were just numbered consecutively), although it is 
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useful to record the location of the cross-section along the river. The ‘% Reach’ data are 
important in that they indicate the percentage that each cross-section represents of the total 
reach. For example, each of the five ‘run’ cross-sections represents 13.2% of the reach, which 
means that 66% of the reach was classified as ‘run’. (Warning: If you change a ‘Habitat 
mapping’ type to a ‘Representative reach’ type, the ‘% Reach’ values will be recalculated (see 
next paragraph), and the previous values would be lost and need to be re-entered or re-
imported.)  
 
For representative reach files, the distances between cross-sections are important because they 
are used to calculate the proportion of the reach that each cross-section represents. Try for 
example open Opuha.rhb to see how the ‘%Reach’ area is calculated from the cross-section 
distances. The ‘length’ of each cross-section is taken as the distance between the halfway 
points to the neighbouring cross-sections (see also the fifth card ‘Layout’; Note: If distances 
are altered in the layout they apply only to the graphic displays of the reach (the ‘Plan’ view, 
Section 7.2) and are not used in the calculations). Because the first and last cross-sections 
only have one adjacent cross-section, their lengths are taken as two times half the distance to 
the neighbouring cross-section. The total reach length is the sum of the individual reach 
lengths, so that the reach length of the Opuha is 186.85 m. This is the distance between the 
first and last cross-sections (170.6 m) plus half the distance between the first pair (6.45 m) 
plus half the distance between the last pair of cross-sections (9.8 m). The ‘%Reach’ 
represented by each cross-section is then its length divided by the total reach length. Thus, the 
‘%Reach’ for the first cross-section in the Opuha is 12.9 m/186.85 m x 100% (6.9%).  
 
The last column on the ‘Cross-sections’ menu gives the water level for each cross-section as 
read on the temporary staff gauge. If levels of points in the cross-section are given relative to 
the water level (as depths), then the water levels are used to convert the measurements into a 
common datum. For example, if the water level at the time of survey is 9.80 m above sea 
level, a measured water depth of 0.32 m will correspond to a level of 9.80 m − 0.32 m (9.48 m 
above sea level). 
 
5.3 The ‘Attributes’ and ‘Points’ cards  
‘Attributes’ define the substrate types (or any other attribute) that were registered in the cross-
section. The names of these attributes are shown under ‘Points’, along with other cross-
section data. The  ‘Points’ data include calibration constants for the current meter, as well as 
coordinates for the points in the cross-section (offset and level or depth, depending on the 
‘Reduced level’ option on the ‘Cross-sections’ card), velocity (or revolutions and time) at 0.6 
(or 0.2 and 0.8, or 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8) times the depth below the surface (for points in water), 
and substrate composition at each offset. In both the Whatakao.rhb and the Opuha.rhb files, 
point levels are given relative to the water level (as depths) with positive and negative values 
for points below and above the water level, respectively. Scroll between the cross-sections by 
using the arrow buttons at the bottom of the window. 
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5.4 The ‘Gaugings’ card 
‘Gaugings’ holds the corresponding values of flow and water level at all visits. The first row 
shows the values for the survey, which cannot be edited here; the survey water level can be 
edited only on the ‘Cross-sections’ card, and the survey flow is calculated from the survey 
data (Section 6.1). The other rows hold the flows and water levels at the follow-up visits, and 
these can be entered and edited here. The flow at a follow-up visit may be measured at only 
one (the most suitable) cross-section. The calculation of this flow from the velocity 
measurements at the cross-section is not carried out by the program in the same way as the 
survey flow is; the flows at the follow-up visits are calculated in other ways and entered here 
(or in the input file). However, water levels at the follow-up visits must be measured at all 
cross-sections (Section 4.3). The ‘Gaugings’ card has a stage-discharge graph for easy 
identification of errors. Try entering an additional flow and water level to see how the point 
shows up on the plot. To delete that point, just blank out the entries. The ‘Gaugings’ card also 
holds the SZF, and the cross-section minimum is given for comparison. 
 
5.5 The ‘Layout card’ 
‘Layout’ holds the data for the ‘Plan’ view (under ‘Model’) and is only available for 
representative reach files. For each cross-section it contains the parameters distance (distance 
from the origin of a cross-section to the origin of the next cross-section), bearing (angle 
between the connecting line of two cross-section origins and the general reach direction) and 
cross-section angle (angle between the cross-section and the perpendicular to the general 
reach direction) (Figure 3; refer to the ‘Help’ for sign conventions of angles). The distances 
here (distances between cross-section origins) are not used for any calculations but only to 
plot the ‘Plan’ view (see Section 7.2). The distances used in the calculations (distances 
between cross-sections measured along the thalweg), are given on the ‘Cross-sections’ card.  
 

 
Figure 3 Plan view of a river reach: Definition of terms. 
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5.6 Checking and plotting data 
Data can be checked by clicking ‘Check’ on the ‘Data’ menu (see ‘Help’, ‘Checking data’ for 
details about the checks performed) and cross-section and other data are listed. Click ‘Data’, 
‘Cross-sections’ to plot the cross-sections with measured velocities and SZF. This facility 
provides easy identification of errors. Use the arrows to scroll between cross-sections. Try 
also ‘Isometric view’ and ‘Longitudinal profile’. The latter is most useful when cross-sections 
have been surveyed to a common datum (‘Representative reach data’ files).  
 
6. Hydraulic modelling 
To set up the hydraulic model involves working through the three main items on the 
‘Calibration’ menu: survey flow (‘Set survey flow’), velocity distribution factors (‘Edit’ and 
‘Reset’) and rating curves (‘Display section ratings’, ‘Display/Edit all ratings’, ‘Select 
ratings’ and ‘Recalculate’). This is done whether the data type is ‘Representative reach’ or 
‘Habitat mapping’. Water surface profile (‘WSP’) modelling is carried out only for 
‘Representative reach’ files. 
 
6.1 Survey flow  
The survey flow is the best estimate of the flow during the survey when the cross-section data 
were collected. The first step is to calculate the flows at all cross-sections based on the 
velocity measurements. This is done by clicking ‘Data’, ‘Flows’, and a list of the calculated 
flow and other hydraulic parameters at each cross-section is produced. The flow at each cross-
section is calculated from the mean-section method, assuming a logarithmic velocity profile 
where the average velocity is found at around 0.6 times the depth below the water surface or 
as the average of the velocity measurements if more than one velocity was measured in the 
vertical (e.g., in 0.2 and 0.8 times the depth below the surface, or in 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8 times the 
depth below the surface). Because of errors related to measurements and integration of 
velocities, the calculated flow for each cross-section usually varies up to 5 –10% from the 
average, and sometimes more, especially for riffles and pools. For the reach in the Whatakao 
river, the highest deviation from the average is at Section 13, a riffle, where the flow was 
calculated as 0.856 m3/s, 23% higher than average flow of 0.695 m3/s (see the average below 
the table). By clicking ‘Data’, ‘Cross-sections’ and scrolling to Section 13 you can see that 
the velocities vary more than for the other cross-sections. It is the large variation in geometry 
and velocity combined with the limited number of verticals that in this case has increased the 
error on the calculated flow. In pools, the velocities are low and the vertical velocity 
distribution can often be non-logarithmic requiring multiple velocity measurements at 
different depths at each point. If this is not done, the calculated flow in pools can be markedly 
different to that calculated in runs. 
 
If data for all cross-sections were collected at the same time and there was no water loss or 
gain between cross-sections, then the same survey flow will apply to all cross-sections. 
RHYHABSIM uses the average of the calculated cross-section flows as the default value for 
the survey flow; however, another value can be specified under ‘Set survey flow’. For 
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example, in the Whatakao River, extra care was taken when measuring the flow at Section 1. 
More gauging points were used and there was a higher duration for current metering (see data 
under ‘Points’, or click ‘View’, ‘Cross-sections’ to obtain a plot). It must be evaluated 
whether it is more correct to use the result from this gauging or the average flow. In this case, 
the flow measured at Section 1 (0.657 m3/s) is not very different from the average, and the 
average flow is used here as the survey flow. In other situations, the user may want to average 
the flows from suitable run cross-sections and not use the values calculated from riffles and 
pools. 
 
Note that at the follow-up visits there is often only one flow measurement (made very 
carefully with sufficient measurements of velocity and depth to produce an accurate flow 
measurements), so there is no choice. 
  
6.2 Velocity distribution across cross-sections 
The velocity distribution factors (VDFs) define the transverse distribution of velocities across 
a cross-section. VDFs are used to calculate velocities at flows other than the survey flow and 
are assumed to be constant with flow. To see the values, click ‘Edit velocity distribution 
factors’.  
 
In the Whataroa River example you can see that the VDF values vary around 1, with the 
maximum value near 3 for some points in Section 13 (a riffle). The value would be 1 for all 
segments if the velocity were distributed according to Manning’s formula (with Manning’s n 
constant) for each segment in the cross-section. However, you can see from the plots that the 
value usually reduces near the banks, and that the variation is largest in riffles because of the 
variation in roughness and velocity in the shallow flow across the channel. VDFs can only be 
calculated for points in the wetted cross-section. Points outside the wetted cross-section 
(marked by black) are given values equal to the nearest wetted point (see for example 
Sections 1 and 5 where the VDFs have not been changed). Thus, in this respect it is better to 
collect velocity data (i.e., to carry out a survey) at a high flow and predict velocities at lower 
flows than vice versa.  
 
The values of VDFs at points that were dry when the cross-section was surveyed and will 
become wetted at higher flows (black points), can be edited. (Warning: Other points (white) 
can also be edited, but this is not recommended as it means that the predicted point velocity 
will not be exactly the same as the measured velocity when you simulate the survey flow. It 
will also change all other predicted point velocities slightly.) Editing VDFs is done by 
clicking and dragging the points in the ‘Edit velocity distribution factors’ plot to a position 
that corresponds to the desired value. This is especially necessary when points that were dry 
at the survey flow are given very high values by default; see for example the right bank values 
of Section 13 in the Whatakao.rhb file, where default values of 1.2 were modified to more 
realistic values, reducing with the distance from the central part of the channel. Observations 
in the field (boulders, plants, etc.) are helpful here. Try to modify the bank values of other 
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cross-sections. The original values calculated by the program can be obtained at any time by 
clicking ‘Reset velocity distribution factors’ (Note: This will reset the values at all cross-
sections). 
 
The modelled velocity distribution at different flows can be viewed under ‘Model’, ‘Velocity 
distribution’. First, settings for the velocity calculations are specified in the window ‘Reach 
Velocities’ and then, after clicking ‘OK’, the plot with the velocity distribution is displayed. 
Press Shift+F2 to see what the velocities would be if the VDFs were equal to 1 at all points 
(‘VDFs not applied’). Press Shift+F2 again to return to the measured velocities (‘VDFs 
applied’). Press Shift+F1 to obtain the velocities for what is referred to as ‘Best VDFs’ 
(meaning ‘Best guess of VDFs’). ‘Best VDFs’ have values equal to the ones calculated from 
the survey flow at lower flows, values of 1 at higher flows, and in-between (linearly 
interpolated) values for intermediate flows (the exact criteria are described in ‘Help’ under 
‘Velocity distribution factors’). The effect of varying VDFs as described above on the 
modelled habitat (see 7. Habitat modelling) compared to the results using constant VDFs can 
be seen by clicking ‘Model’, ‘VDF sensitivity analysis’ (to use this feature, at least one 
suitability curve must be selected; see Section 7.1: ‘Suitability curves’). 
 
6.3 Rating curves 
Rating curves (also called stage-discharge relationships) are used here to convert flow (Q) 
into water level (H), and thus depth. The rating curves for all cross-sections are viewed 
individually by clicking ‘Calibration’, ‘Display section ratings’ and all on the same plot by 
clicking ‘Display/Edit all ratings’ on the ‘Calibration’ menu. Double-click on the plot to get 
to ‘Options’, or  click ‘Graph’, ‘Options’. Three ratings are displayed on the section plots: (1) 
SZF rating, (2) Best SZF rating, and (3) Hydraulic rating. Both rating curve types (1) and (2) 
use an advanced form of least squares estimation to fit the equation 
 

b)SZFH(aQ −=  

 
to data (a straight line on a plot of log(H-SZF) versus log(Q)). Note that all curves go through 
the point of flow and water level measured during the survey. This is done in order to achieve 
that, when the survey flow is modelled, the rating curves will predict the water level and 
consequently the predicted depths and velocities exactly the same as those measured (this is a 
small departure from the procedures used in PHABSIM (Bovee, 1982), where predicted 
depths and velocities are not exactly the same as those measured).  
 
Rating curve type (1), ‘SZF rating’, uses least square estimates of a and b and the measured 
value of SZF, while rating curve type (2), ‘Best SZF rating’ (meaning ‘SZF that gives the best 
fit to gaugings), uses least squares estimates of a, b and a value of SZF that gives the best fit 
of the points to the curve. Thus, the value of SZF in (2) is allowed to deviate from the 
measured value (see for example Section 1 in the Whatakao.rhb file where the estimated 
value of SZF in (2) is −0.639 m and different from the measured value of −0.481 m in (1)). 
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Rating curve type (2) was included because it can be difficult to measure the SZF correctly in 
the field and/or rating curve (1) is not necessarily applicable over all ranges of water level 
(especially in high flow situations). Rating curve type (3) is based on either Manning’s or 
Chezy’s formula (click ‘Model’, ‘Options’, card ‘Hydraulic’ to see which one is used; 
Manning’s is used as default) with the water depth set equal to the water level minus SZF. 
The constant (either Manning’s n or Chezy’s C) is allowed to vary with flow (see how it 
varies by clicking ‘Variation of Manning’s n’ under ‘Options’).  
 
The ‘Display/Edit all ratings’ plots the rating curves for all cross-sections on the same plot. 
This is a good way to see whether some of the ratings deviate considerably from the others. 
The type of rating curve ( (1)‘SZF rating’, (2)‘Best SZF rating’ or (3)‘Hydraulic rating’) to be 
plotted is selected on the ‘Options’ dialogue (double-click on the plot to get to this, or click 
‘Graph’, ‘Options’). The ‘Edit’ button on the plot window allows you to change the exponents 
of the rating curves, if needed. The type of rating curve is selected under ‘Calibration’, ‘Select 
ratings’. Rating curve type (1) is the default option. In cases where there are enough flow 
gaugings covering a wide range of flows (like for the Whataroa River), all rating curves are 
well defined and follow the same path (use the ‘Display section ratings’ plot to compare the 
different types of curves) and any of the rating curves can be used. In cases where the  
curves differ significantly, a guideline is that the exponent for types (1) and (2) should lie  
in the range 1.5 –3.5 (further details under ‘Help’/’Calibration procedures’/’Rating curve 
calibration’). This is why rating curve type (2) was selected for Section 14 in the 
Whatakao.rhb file (and not type (1) with an exponent of 1.06), but the two curves are very 
close and it is only for the smallest flows that there is a significant difference between the two 
versions. All the selected rating curves for the reach can be viewed together by clicking 
‘Display/Edit all ratings’ and choosing ‘Show selected ratings’ from the ‘Options’ dialogue. 
 
6.4 Water surface profile modelling 
The water surface profile (WSP) model allows water surface levels to be modelled using the 
principles of conservation of energy and momentum between cross-sections. This approach is 
only possible with ‘Representative reach’ data and is most useful in low-gradient streams. The 
profile is calculated from the most downstream cross-section and the predicted water levels 
(when two or more profiles are modelled) are used to form another (fourth) rating curve for 
all cross-sections except the lower one. This is particularly useful for rivers where the 
upstream cross-sections could not be visited more than once, or where the ratings curve types 
(1), (2) and (3) are unreliable. However, the tendency is to use habitat mapping because it is 
less time-consuming in the field and the cross-sections can be spread over a larger area. 
‘WSP’ is therefore placed on the main menu, separate from the other ‘Calibration’ items. Try 
run ‘Fit roughness coefficients’, which estimates Manning’s n at and between cross-sections, 
for the Opuha.rhb file and ‘Calculate WSP’ to plot the modelled water surface profile. Further 
Instructions on WSP modelling are found under ‘Help’. 
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Having calibrated the hydraulic model, the velocities, depths and other hydraulic parameters 
can now be calculated for any level or flow (see for example ‘Data’, ‘Section hydraulic 
properties’ and ‘Model’, ‘Velocity distribution’). 
 
7. Habitat modelling 
7.1 Suitability curves 
The first step of habitat modelling is to select the suitability curves for the species that you 
want to model the habitat for. Click ‘Model’, ‘Select suitability curves’ to open the window 
for selection of suitability curves. All curves stored in the suitability curves library 
(RHABPRF.lib, which is a non-ASCII file) are shown to the right. If no curves are displayed, 
check that the path points to the right directory where the RHABPRF.lib file is stored (use the 
‘Folder’ button). Select a curve by clicking on the species name in the library field and then 
the arrow button and it will appear to the left under ‘Selected curves’. Double-click on the 
species name to see the curves plotted (like in Figure 10.12 in the textbook). 
 
Suitability curves can be imported to the library from ASCII files with the extension .prf. A 
sample file TROUT.prf is provided (this holds the same data as what is in the RHABPRF.lib 
file). By editing the ASCII file and re-importing it is easy to add other suitability curves to the 
library. During the import process you can choose whether the imported suitability curves 
should be merged with the existing library or the existing library should be overwritten, in 
which case the original curves disappear. The suitability curves provided are for different life 
stages of brown and rainbow trout from U.S. (Bovee, 1978; Raleigh et al., 1984a and b; 
Raleigh et al., 1986) and New Zealand sources (Hayes & Jowett, 1994; Jowett et al., 1996; 
Shirvell & Dungey, 1983), and suitability criteria for the production of their food supply 
(Waters, 1976). It is recommended to always add the reference to the source of the suitability 
curve. 
 
Warning: Habitat suitability criteria are the most important part of habitat modelling and 
have more influence on results than any other part of the procedure. Thus, it is important that 
the suitability criteria are appropriate, otherwise the results will be erroneous. 
 
7.2 Calculating and plotting habitat 
After the suitability curves have been selected, the modelled habitat at the survey flow is 
obtained by clicking ‘Model’, ‘Measured section habitat’ (plots) and ‘Measured reach habitat’ 
(numbers). The next item, ‘Measured passage’, calculates the width of river at each cross 
section that provides suitable water depths and velocities required for the passage of fish (or 
boats); any minimum depth and maximum velocity can be specified. 
 
The modelled habitat for points (‘Point habitat’), cross-sections (‘Section habitat’) and the 
reach as a whole (‘Reach habitat’) can be viewed for any range of flow (which can have 
unequal flow increments, click the box in the dialogue). For these plots it is possible to select 
a subset of sections (click on ‘Section’ under ‘Select’ to the right in the dialogue to open the 
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‘Section selection’ window). For the ‘Section habitat’ and ‘Reach habitat’ it is possible to pull 
in cross-section data from another file. Click on the ‘Reach’ button under ‘Select’ to the right 
and select a file. You are then prompted whether you want to merge the selected file with the 
previous file. By clicking ‘yes’, the files will be merged (but can be un-merged by clicking on 
‘Clear’ and you are back with the original file), and the ‘Sections habitat’ will show all 
sections from both files and the ‘Reach habitat’ will show the total habitat for all selected 
reaches on the same plot. The merging is indicated by a plus between the two names in the 
titles of the plots (Note: the merging option merges the file contents for the current modelling 
session but does not merge the two reaches permanently into one .rhb file; the original files 
are unaffected by this procedure). If you click ‘no’ to the question about merging, one plot is 
produced for each reach (use the arrows to move between them). The range of flow can be 
selected for each section by clicking ‘Vary flow between sections’ (the number of flows 
modelled must be the same for all reaches). In all habitat plots (‘Point’, ‘Section’ and 
‘Reach’) you can use the ‘Select’ button below the plot to view other parameters such as 
depth, width, Froude number, etc. 
 
The ‘Reach habitat’ curve is the main outcome of the model, showing the physical habitat 
area (also called weighted usable area, WUA) as a function of flow. It can be expressed as 
absolute values in terms of physical habitat area in m2 per m river (or m of river width) or in 
relative terms as a percentage (habitat area divided by total area) (use the ‘Select’ button). The 
WUA-flow curve has a typical shape as shown in Figure 10.11 in the textbook with an 
increase, a peak, then a slow decrease. Try run ‘Reach habitat’ for ‘Brown trout adult 
(Bovee, 1978)’ in the Whatakao from 0.1 to 2.5 m3/s; the habitat peaks around 1.6 m3/s.  
 
For representative reach data the ‘Plan’ view provides a coloured iso-map of the parameter 
(hydraulic or habitat) highlighted in the list of attributes to the left for the flow indicated in 
the top box (change the flow and press enter for an update of the plan view). Click on the left-
hand mouse button to see values of hydraulic parameters and habitat at a specific point in the 
reach. Many options (open the dialogue box under ‘Graph’) are provided for this view; try for 
example changing the colours.  
 
7.3 How to handle multiple surveys 
Data from multiple surveys, either of the same reach at different flows or of different reaches, 
can be analysed in two ways, either by treating each survey independently (in different files) 
or by including all cross-section data in one reach/file. The first and simplest way is to keep 
each reach survey in separate files, which are then combined for habitat analysis using the 
‘Select reach button’ in the ‘Section habitat’ or the ‘Reach habitat’ dialogue under ‘Model’. 
Alternatively, all cross-sections for all reaches could be contained in one file. If the survey 
flow varies between cross-sections, the appropriate survey flow must be set for each cross-
section (by clicking ‘Vary flow between sections’ in the ‘Set survey flow’ dialogue under 
‘Calibration’. When analysing reach habitat, it is possible to select the cross-sections to be 
analysed using the ‘Select’ button in the Reach habitat dialogue and in this way produce 
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results for each reach or survey flow, even though the data are in one file. In both cases, 
cross-section data and results of analyses can be compared and then combined to produce an 
average result if required. 
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